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Introduction

In late November 2016, the government of the Capital City of Prague approved a new Strategic
plan, completing the several years of searching for a new vision for the capital city, which, in
addition to dozens of experts, saw the involvement of Prague citizens.
In the past six months, the media has recorded numerous ideas and suggestions for investment
projects and plans, where the potential investors or co-investors are either individual city
boroughs or the Capital City of Prague. They all strive to achieve the same thing: to improve the
lives of Prague citizens and visitors.
For this reason we sought to consider the investment plans from the perspective of the Strategic
Plan and try to conduct a simple analysis as to the extent to which they are in compliance with the
Strategic Plan, or the capital city vision, and to which they contribute to fulfillment or they are
following individual lines of action and are meeting goals of the Strategic plan.
In addition, we were interested in knowing how the plans are viewed by experts from the general
public, what priorities they think Prague should follow and on what projects the capital city should
primarily focus.
To this end, we prepared a short survey in which we asked experts what investment plans they
prefer, and how necessary and significant, in their view, these plans are - both for the citizens and
visitors of the Capital City of Prague.
It is not surprise, that in our evaluation and in the public survey infrastructure and transport
investments prevail on top positions. This is because the traffic affects the quality of life in cities
at most. At the same time Prague has objectively substantial debt in this area and with the
population growth and economic strength of the city the traffic will be the Achilles heel for its
further development. The largest difference compared to experts is observed in assessing the
benefits of SMART Cities initiatives This is probably due to differing or vague notion of the public
about the content of the concepts and importance of this agenda for the future development of
the city administration.

Miroslav Linhart
Real Estate Leader,
Deloitte Czech Republic

This analysis follows up the discussion on Prague development and its further course of direction
until 2030, and serves as a contribution to form Prague future.
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Deloitte Methodology and Approach
The new Strategic Plan consists of three lines of action: ‘Coherent and Healthy
Metropolis’, ‘Prosperous and Creative Metropolis’ and ‘Conceptually Planned
Metropolis’. The three key topics form the substance of the whole Strategic
Plan and are structured so as to meet the requirements of the City strategic
management. The three lines of action can be divided into specific strategic
goals which further define individual strategic areas (see Annex).
The investment plans in this analysis were selected as the most frequently
featured ones in the media over the past 6 months. Therefore, this is not a list
of all the investment plans of the Capital City of Prague neither is it the list
debated by the local government of the Capital City of Prague.
For the purposes of this analysis, each of the investment plans was evaluated
in terms of the contribution it has for meeting individual strategic goal areas
of the Capital City of Prague as described in the Strategic Plan:
0 – No or minimal contribution to meeting the given area/ Not applicable
1 – Does make a contribution to meeting the given area
2 – Makes a significant or critical contribution to meeting the given area
The resulting evaluation of the selected investment plans thus determines
their order both in terms of their significance for the overall fulfilment of the
strategy of the Capital City of Prague and of partial strategic goals.
Therefore, this does not entail evaluating the economic benefits of individual
plans, assessing return on investment, or making a comparison of the plans.
As the evaluation shows, none of the selected plans meet all the strategic
goals to the same extent; yet, at the same time, each investment plan
partially contributes to achieving the overall vision of the Strategic Plan.
Therefore, it will be up to the City management to decide for what
perspective, preference or political priority they will opt.
In respect of the plans at the bottom of the evaluation, it could be useful,
before a decision as to their implementation has been made, to perform a
thorough economic analysis and consider their implementation in the given
time frame in terms of its benefits and necessity.

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic
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Summary and Key Findings
•

Deloitte evaluated the plans from the perspective of their contribution to meeting the 12 basic strategic goals as defined by the approved Strategic
Plan of the Capital City of Prague (see Annex).

•

The 5 plans with the highest overall contribution to meeting the goals of the Strategic Plan, based on the selected methodology, are as follows:

•

•

Completion of the Inner city ring road

•

Construction of a direct link to Václav Havel Airport Prague

•

SMART Cities

•

Completion of the Outer city ring road

•

Construction of the new Metro line “D”

In contrast, the lowest overall contribution to meeting the goals of the Strategic Plan, based on the selected methodology, have the following plans:
•

Revitalisation of Prague main highway

•

Establishment of a holding management companies owned by the Capital City of Prague including their acquisitions (Pražská plynárenská, Pražský
dopravní podnik etc)

•

Construction of a new Prague City Hall

•

Construction of new pavilons at the Prague ZOO

•

Acquisition of the Na Bulovce Hospital

•

During January 2017, Deloitte additionally orgainzed a survey among the general public, where the participants were asked to mark 10 plans they
believed Prague needed the most and that the City management should address as a priority.

•

A total of 823 of the respondents said the most important plans would include:

•

•

Completion of the Outer city ring road

•

Completion of the Inner city ring road

•

Construction of new Park-and-Ride lots

•

Modernization of the Central Wastewater Treatment Plant

•

Construction of the new Metro line “D"

The lowest contribution to the City development, according to the survey participants would be made by:
•

Acquisition of the Na Bulovce Hospital

•

Construction of new pavillons at the Prague ZOO

•

Construction of a new Prague City Hall

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic
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Deloitte Evaluation
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Compliance of Selected Investment Plans with Prague’s Strategic Plan
Deloitte’s Evaluation
1.

Construction of the Inner city ring road

2.

Construction of a direct link from the City centre to the Václav Havel Airport

3.

SMART Cities

4.

Construction of the Outer city ring road

5.

Construction of the new Metro line “D”

6.

Completion of the flood control system

7.

Reconstruction and construction of Prague bridges

8.

Construction of new park-and-ride lots

9.

Repair, renovation and revitalisation of Wenceslas Square

30.1%
28.7%
27.8%
26.2%
24.2%
23.8%
23.2%
21.5%
19.7%

10. Reconstruction of the Prague Exhibition Grounds

19.0%

11. Vítězné Square bypass

18.3%

12. Modernisation of the Central Wastewater Treatment Plant

17.5%

13. Construction of a new concert hall

17.3%

14. Construction of new tram tracks

17.2%

15. Charles Square revitalisation

16.8%

16. Vítězné Square revitalisation

16.8%

16.2%

17. Construction of new elementary and nursery schools

14.7%

18. Construction of new sporting facilities

13.8%

19. Modernisation and increase in the capacity of the technical infrastructure

13.2%

20. Construction of the National Library
21. Revitalisation of Prague’s main highway

12.1%

22. Establishment of a holding companies owned by the Capital City of Prague

11.6%

23. Construction of a new Prague City Hall
24. Construction of new pavilons at the Prague ZOO
25. Acquisition of the Na Bulovce hospital

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic
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TOP 5
Completion of the Inner City Ring Road and Adjacent Radial Routes
Planned sections
Completed sections
Resilience and
security
Credible
administration

Cohesive city
2.0

Community life

1.5
1.0

Life in the city

0.5
Active role of
cities

0.0

Healthy city

Sustainable
mobility

Education

Cultural brand

Significant region
Business and
innovation

The Inner city ring road together with the adjacent radial routes
make up a comprehensive road network in the inner section of
Prague. The already standing sections currently include the section
from Troja through the Blanka Tunnel Complex, Strahov Tunnel,
Mrázovka Tunnel, Barrandov Bridge and the Southern Junction, after
which it provisionally resumes a bit further down the start of the
Štěrboholy Radial Route. The ring road is planned to be 32.1 km
long, with 22 km currently in operation. A tunnel referred to as
Blanka 2 is to be constructed in the eastern section. Further plans
comprise the construction of Prague radial routes: namely the
Radlice Radial Route, Břevnov Radial Route, Vysočany Radial Route
and the Libeň Junction.
© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

The completion of the Inner city ring road and the adjacent
radial routes is a key factor for improving Prague’s transport
services and is one of the major factors contributing to the
growth and competitiveness of the city.

The rising volume of traffic, which is, besides other things,
due to the demand for mobility and preference for cars,
results in greater restrictions on access to the city and
traffic management.
The Inner city ring road including the radial routes would
thus contribute to the quality of life of Prague’s citizens as
well as support the development of business and
investments in the territory of Prague.
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TOP 5
Construction of a Direct Link from the Centre to the Václav Havel Airport

Resilience and
security
Credible
administration

Cohesive city
2.0

Community life

1.5
1.0

Life in the city

0.5
Active role of
cities

0.0

Healthy city

Sustainable
mobility

Education

Cultural brand

Significant region
Business and
innovation

The modernisation of the Prague – Kladno track with a connection to
the Václav Havel Airport is a priority transport construction project of
the Czech government and one of the most extensive infrastructure
Modernizace
trati
Praha – Kladno
připojením
Letiště
Havla
projects under
preparation
in the sCzech
Republic.
The Václava
Václav Havel
je
prioritní
dopravní
stavbou
české
vlády
a
jedním
z
nejrozsáhlejších
Airport will be connected by a newly built branch from the Praguepřipravovaných
projektů vwill
ČR.
Letiště Václava
Ruzyně station. infrastrukturních
The railway infrastructure
beNa
extended
to include
Havla
povede
nově
vybudovaná
odbočka
ze
stanice
Praha-Ruzyně.
6 new stops.
Železniční
infrastruktura
se the
rozšíří
o 6 nových
zastávek.
The modernised
track from
Masaryk
Station
to Kladno should
Modernizovaná
trať
z
Masarykova
nádraží
do
Kladna
by měla
být v At
have two tracks and should be electrified along the entire
section.
celém
úseku
dvoukolejná
a
elektrifikovaná,
ve
špičce
tak
na
ni
peak hours, it will thus be possible to operate up to 6 pairs of bude
možné
vypravit
až 6 párů
osobních
a spěšných vlaků za hodinu.
passenger
and express
trains
an hour.
© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

The Václav Havel Airport plays a key role from the
perspective of cross-border accessibility, foreign investor
interest and visitors to the Czech Republic and the capital
city of Prague. The airport is a key component in regional
economic development.
The capacity connection of the airport with the city centre
should be one of the priorities if Prague wishes to promote
and strengthen its position as a regional leader.
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TOP 5
SMART Cities

Resilience and
security
Credible
administration

Cohesive city
2.0

Community life

1.5
1.0

Life in the city

0.5
Active role of
cities

0.0

Healthy city

Sustainable
mobility

Education

Cultural brand

Significant region
Business and
innovation

The term
SMART Cities
refers topro
investments
into
technological
Pojem
SMARTcities
je označení
investice do
technologických
innovations
aimed
at
city
administration
and
an
increase
in the
inovací pro správu města a zvýšení kvality života obyvatel.
quality
of
citizens’
lives.
It
focuses
on
the
efficient
and
effective
Zaměřuje se na efektivní využívání stávajících a hledání nových use
of the existing
resources
on searching
newživotního
ones, on
zdrojů,
snižování
spotřebyand
energií,
eliminacifor
zátěží
decreasing
energy
consumption,
eliminating
the
environmental
prostředí, optimalizaci dopravy a sdílení dat pro veřejné účely.
burden, optimising transport and sharing data for public purposes.

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

SMART Cities do not only comprise smart dustbins and
easier parking, but also contactless payment in public
transport, charging stations for electric cars and authority
digitisation projects for making the administration of
public matters more efficient and effective. In this way,
innovative ideas may be used to move the city towards a
friendlier approach to citizens, to faster and higher-quality
provision of services and better life in the city.

The technological advances, urbanisation of people,
budget restrictions and other factors place increased
demands on the city public administration in respect of its
efficiency and effectiveness. SMART Cities combines the
city resources with data and modern technologies.
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TOP 5
Completion of the Outer City Ring Road
Plánované
Planned
sections
úseky
Dokončené sections
Completed
úseky
Resilience and
security
Credible
administration

Cohesive city
2.0

Community life

1.5
1.0

Life in the city

0.5
Active role of
cities

0.0

Healthy city

Sustainable
mobility

Education

Cultural brand

Significant region
Business and
innovation

Pražský
okruh
Silniční
okruh kolem
součástí
The Outer
city neboli
ring road,
or “Prague
Ring”,Prahy
formsjepart
of thesítě
dálnic
a
silnic
České
republiky.
Po
celkové
výstavbě
by
měl vytvořit
highway and road network of the Czech Republic. Following
vnější
obchvat
hl.
m.
Prahy.
Celková
délka
okruhu
by
měla
completion, it should form the outer bypass of Prague. The být
total83
km,
přičemž
v
současné
době
je
v
provozu
pouze
39
km.
length should be 83 km, with a mere 39 km currently in operation.
Nedokončené
trasy
Běchoviceinclude:
– D1, Ruzyně
– Suchdol,
Suchdol
The sections yet
to jsou
be completed
Běchovice
– D1, Ruzyně
–
-Suchdol,
Březiněves,
Březiněves
–
Satalice.
Suchdol – Březiněves, Březiněves – Satalice.
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The completion of the Öuter city ring road will
considerably aid the transport services and will facilitate
transit through the city. The Capital City of Prague should
work closely with the Central Bohemian Region and finish
the entire construction of Prague principal ring road. In
many respects, the Czech Republic benefits from its
position in Central Europe, and the Prague bypass and
highway network are a necessary prerequisite for the
Czech Republic and Prague to keep benefiting from the
position in the future.
The Outer city ring road also significantly contributes to
increasing traffic safety on Prague road network and to
improving the environment in the City as well as the
Central Bohemian Region.
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TOP 5
Construction of the New Metro Line “D”

Resilience and
security
Credible
administration

Cohesive city
2.0

Community life

1.5
1.0

Life in the city

0.5
Active role of
cities

0.0

Healthy city

Sustainable
mobility

Education

Cultural brand

Significant region
Business and
innovation

The operating
section
of Metro
Line D is planned
to span
from Míru
Provozní
úsek trasy
metra
D je připravován
v rozsahu
Náměstí
Náměstí
Míru
to
Depo
Písnice,
totalling
10.6
km
in
length.
should
– Depo Písnice v celkové délce 10,6 km. Celkem by měl mítIt10
have
10
stations
in
total
(Náměstí
Míru,
Náměstí
bratří
Synků,
stanic (Náměstí Míru, Náměstí bratří Synků, Pankrác, Olbrachtova,
Pankrác,Krč,
Olbrachtova,
Krč,Dvory,
Nemocnice
Nové
Nádraží
NemocniceNádraží
Krč, Nové
Libuš,Krč,
Písnice
a Dvory,
Depo
Libuš,
Písnice
and
Depo
Písnice).
Construction
is
expected
to roku
Písnice). Zahájení výstavby se předpokládá v prvním pololetí
commence
in
the
first
half
of
2017.
A
total
of
three
stages
are
2017. Celkem jsou naplánovány 3 etapy, přičemž zahájení provozu
planned,
with
operation
expected
to
commence
in
2022.
se očekává v roce 2022.

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

The planned Metro Line D may significantly contribute to
improving the transport accessibility of extensive housing
estates in Krč, Lhotka, Libuše, Nové Dvory, Písnice and
other catchment areas in Prague southern fringe, and the
adjacent regional sections. The construction will limit the
rising portion of individual car traffic, decrease the
excessive load of road traffic and contribute to increasing
the quality of life in the City.
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Investment Plans
6 - 10
Completion of the flood
control system

Reconstruction and construction
of Prague’s bridges

Construction of new
park-and-ride lots

Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration
0.5
Active role of
Healthy city
0.0
cities

Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration

Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration
0.5
Active role of
Healthy city
0.0
cities

Sustainable
mobility

Education
Cultural brand
Business and
innovation

Active role of
cities

0.5

Sustainable
mobility

Education

Significant
region

Cultural brand
Business and
innovation

Repair, renovation and revitalisation of
Wenceslas Square
Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration
0.5
Active role of
Healthy city
0.0
cities
Sustainable
mobility

Education
Cultural brand
Business and
innovation
© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

Healthy city

0.0

Significant
region

Sustainable
mobility

Education

Significant
region

Cultural brand
Business and
innovation

Significant
region

Reconstruction of the Prague
Exhibition Grounds
Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration
0.5
Active role of
Healthy city
0.0
cities
Sustainable
mobility

Education
Cultural brand
Business and
innovation

Significant
region
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Investment plans with rating below 10%

Construction of a new
Prague City Hall

Construction of new houses at the
Prague ZOO

Acquisition of the Na Bulovce hospital

Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration
0.5
Active role of
Healthy city
0.0
cities

Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration
0.5
Active role of
Healthy city
0.0
cities

Cohesive city
Resilience and 2.0
Community
security
life
1.5
Credible
Life in the city
1.0
administration
0.5
Active role of
Healthy city
0.0
cities

Sustainable
mobility

Education
Cultural brand
Business and
innovation

Significant
region

Sustainable
mobility

Education
Cultural brand
Business and
innovation

Significant
region

Sustainable
mobility

Education
Cultural brand
Business and
innovation

Significant
region

•

In view of the future of local administration, the change in the provision of services to citizens, and the strengthening of SMART cities policies and egovernment, a new building of the Prague City Hall does not, in terms of the priorities set under the Strategic Plan, bring any new or considerable
value. On the contrary – in terms of certain priorities (such as ‘Life in the city’ etc.), the current building and location may even make a bigger
contribution and be of bigger significance.

•

The Prague ZOO is already one of the highest-quality facilities in Central Europe. There is no doubt as to the necessity of its further development;
however, in terms of the strategic priorities of the Capital City of Prague, it is assessed to be of rather low significance.

•

The Na Bulovce Hospital is a functioning entity. Adding this potential acquisition to the City assets (or the assets of a city borough) is thus more of a
political decision, which will have but a minimal impact on this fact, with the operation of the facility and the lives of the citizens substantially
unaffected.

•

Therefore, the investment of funds in the implementation of these plans should be subject to a separate analysis as to the benefits of these plans and
their priority in terms of the Strategic Plan, including their necessity and benefits for the Capital City of Prague and its citizens and visitors.
© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic
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Investment Plans from the Perspective of Individual Strategic Goals

Cohesive City

Construction of new
sporting facilities

Business and
Innovation

SMART Cities

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

Community Life
Reconstruction of
the Prague
Exhibition Grounds
and creation of a
new exhibition and
social centre

Cultural Brand

Construction of a
new concert hall

Life in the City

Healthy City

Repair, renovation
and revitalisation of
Wenceslas Square

Vítězné Square
bypass

Education

Active Role of
Cities

Construction of new
elementary and
nursery schools

Completion of the
flood control system

Sustainable
Mobility

Construction of the
new Metro line “D”

Credible
Administration

SMART Cities

Significant
Region
Construction of a
direct link from the
city centre to the
Václav Havel Airport

Resilience and
Security

Completion of the
Outer city ring road
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Survey
© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic
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About the Survey

The survey was distributed in January 2017 and saw the
participation of a total of 823 respondents.
The respondents included leading experts in the construction,
development and planning sectors together with academics and
other experts.
From among the total of 25 publicly debated investment plans,
each participant could mark a maximum of 10 plans which they
considered as having the greatest impact on the quality of
citizens’ lives.
If the respondents could not find the required investment plan
on the list, they could expand it, including a brief description or
commentary.

50%

Other experts

24%

Civil engineers

12%

Architects and town planners

12%

823

Total number of respondents

Developers and investors

2%

Academics

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic
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Survey Results
Deloitte
ranking
1.

Construction of the Outer city ring road

2.

Construction of the Inner city ring road

3.

Construction of new Park-and-Ride lots

4.

Modernisation of the Central Wastewater Treatment Plant

5.

Construction of the new Metro line “D”

6.

Reconstruction and construction of Prague’s bridges

48.4%

7

7.

Construction of a direct link from the City centre to the Václav Havel Airport

47.6%

2

8.

Completion of the flood control system

9.

Modernisation and increase in the capacity of the technical infrastructure

93.9%

1

75.5%

8

73.4%

12

64.5%

5

61.6%

6

46.5%

19

40.9%

10. Revitalisation of Prague’s main highway

21

38.0%

11. Construction of new tram tracks

14

30.0%

12. Construction of new elementary and nursery schools

4

17

20.3%

13. SMART Cities

19.0%

3

14. Repair, renovation and revitalisation of Wenceslas Square

18.7%

9

15. Vítězné Square bypass

11

17.3%

16. Reconstruction of the Prague Exhibition Grounds

10

13.2%

17. Construction of new sporting facilities

18

10.9%

18. Charles Square revitalisation

8.6%

15

19. Construction of the National Library

7.9%

20

20. Vítězné Square revitalisation

16

6.6%

21. Construction of a new concert hall

5.5%

13

22. Establishment of a holding companies owned by the Capital City of Prague

5.1%

22

23. Acquisition of the Na Bulovce Hospital

5.1%

25

24. Construction of new pavilons at the Prague ZOO

4.6%

24

25. Construction of a new Prague City Hall

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

23

1.7%
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Selected Comments

The City should primarily focus on transport infrastructure,
building parking places, and the parking system in general.
Prague citizens or visitors know where parking is not allowed
but do not know where it is permitted and what other options
there are.

The City should primarily care for the quality of the
environment to provide favourable living conditions for children
and the elderly. Public space must be suitable for pedestrians
and well interconnected. A “short-distance” city should be a
priority. It is necessary to build on brownfields in the City that
are well connected to infrastructure and decrease construction
on greenfields outside the city.

Prague cannot be a lifeless city without individual
transportation. It is necessary to build park-and-ride lots not
only on the outskirts but also within the City, except for a small
part of the historic centre, as may be seen, for example, in
Dresden. If parking fees were at a level comparable with the
purchase power of the Germans, the degree of satisfaction of
Prague citizens and visitors would substantially increase. “No” to
fines, “yes” to legal parking at reasonable prices. The capacity
of blue zones is insufficient even for residents.
The city’s priority should be to provide, maintain and modernise
technical and transport infrastructure, considering the needs of
the City citizens as well as visitors. This is why the number-one
investment priority should be to construct a direct link from the
centre to the Václav Havel Airport.
The City should focus on more urgent problems than the
construction of a new Prague City Hall. Conversely, it should fully
focus on Public Office digitization (Smart City) and therefore on
reducing number of officials to effectively manage the city.
© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic
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For more details on this study please do not hesitate to contact:

Miroslav Linhart

Michal Melč

Vojtěch Petrík

Deloitte Advisory
+420 737 235 553
mlinhart@deloittece.com

Deloitte Advisory
+420 724 232 421
mmelc@deloittece.com

Deloitte Advisory
+420 739 071 649
vpetrik@deloittece.com
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Annex
Classification of Strategic Plan
Line of Action

Strategic Goal

Cohesive city

Community life

Coherent and Healthy Metropolis

Life in the city

Healthy city

Sustainable mobility

Significant region
Business and innovation

Prosperous and Creative Metropolis

Cultural brand

Education

Active role of cities

Conceptually Planned Metropolis

Credible administration
Resilience and security

© 2017 Deloitte Czech Republic

Strategic Goal Area
Active and decent aging
Family support
Affordable housing
Health care
Integration of people with disabilities
Social inclusion
Integration of foreign nationals
Territorial cohesion
Support for local communities
Cultural facilities
Trust in administration
City of short distances
Cultural heritage
Urban public space
Quality of life in the city
Urban and suburban landscape
Green infrastructure
Air and noise pollution
Urban agriculture
Countryside activities
Preference for public transport
Development of rail transport
Public space quality
New connections
Electromobility
International centre
Investment centre
International accessibility
Innovations for development
Business environment
Creative metropolis
Cultural innovations and institutions
Culture administration
Culture in the public domain
Cultural tourism
Cultural funding
Conservation of monuments
Sufficient infrastructure
Quality of education
Prevention and inclusion
Life-long learning
University potential
Asset policy
Investment concentration
Decision-making continuity
City agreement
Institutional capacity
Partnership projects
Open administration
Resilience of the city’s systems
Sustainable development and economy
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